
DEPARTMENT OF HINDI 
 

PROGRAMME   OUTCOMES (POs) 

PO1: To develop students’ creative writing abilities, so as to enable them to contribute to the               
Indian    Literature. 

PO2: After successful completion of the course, B.A.Hindi graduates can opt for further studies 
in M.A. Hindi Literature. These are other good options such as M.A. in Journalism (Hindi )or 
M.A.in Mass Communication and Journalism with a specialization in Hindi Patrakarita.They can 
also pursue a Post - Graduate  Diploma in Functional Hindi and Translation or a Post-Graduate 
Diploma in Hindi Journalism. A lot of students also pursue a Bachelor of Education Degree after 
the course for a career in education. 

PO3: To offer learners wide knowledge in Hindi language and literature for job opportunities. 

COURSE OUTCOMES (COs) 

The undergraduate program in Hindi Language and Literature follows a semester system of  3- 
years  duration with 6 semesters 

HINDI M.I.L. COURSE (4 Papers): Credits 6 each in 1st and 2nd semesters and Credits 8 each in 3rd 
and 4rth semesters. Total credits: 28 

HINDI ELECTIVE COURSE (8Papers) : Credits 6 each in 1st and 2nd semesters and Credits 8 each in 
3rd,4rth,5th and 6th semesters. Total credits:60 

HINDI MAJOR COURSE (20 Papers)(TOTAL CREDITS:136): 

CO1, CO3, and CO5:  In these Major papers, students get information about the history of 
ancient, medieval and modern Hindi Literature. 

CO2, CO4:  Students study about Hindi Devotional and Ritikalin Poems. 

CO6   :   Study about Bharatiya Kavyasastra. 

CO7, CO8:  Get information about Pre-Chhayavad, Chhayavadi and Post-Chhayavadyugin poems. 

CO9, CO10, CO11, CO12, CO13, CO14, CO15, CO16.CO17:  Study of Literature, Linguistics and 
Philosophy of Hindi language. In these major papers students basically get information about 
the Hindi Fiction, Drama, One act play, literary criticism, Western criticism, Bhashavigyaan, Hindi 
bhasha and Devnagri Script etc. 

CO18:  Read about Functional Hindi and Translation. 

CO19:  Learn about Assamese Literature.   



CO20:   Project’s paper. 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs): 

PSO1: Hindi, being the national language of our country, students can work anywhere in India. In 
other countries also, Hindi is used as an official as well as second language.So, students can 
easily be employed in those countries also. 

PSO2: Such Graduates can pursue the subject professionally in positions such as Teacher, 
Translator, Freelancer or Interpreters. Translators also work in scientific, technical or business-
related fields. Freelancing is the new trend in the field of language. Freelancers join research 
firms, translation bureaus, publishing houses, international organizations, hotel industry, and 
travel and tourism sectors, among other areas. 

PSO3: Such professionals can be hired as Consultant Hindi Proof Reading, Teacher, Customer 
Service Associate, Sales co-ordinator (with Hindi), Interpreter (from one language to other), 
Hindi Translator, Assistant Professor-Hindi Journalism, Data Entry Operator etc. 

PSO4 : Colleges and universities, private organizations, private academic institutions, translation 
service providers, tourism sector, print media organizations, TV channels etc. hire qualified Hindi 
Graduates. 


